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The thrilling sequel to the Hugo and Nebula-winning Binti by Nnedi Okorafor, and a finalist for
the 2018 Hugo and Nommo AwardsIt’s been a year since Binti and Okwu enrolled at Oomza
University. A year since Binti was declared a hero for uniting two warring planets. A year since
she found friendship in the unlikeliest of places.And now she must return home to her people,
with her friend Okwu by her side, to face her family and face her elders.But Okwu will be the first
of his race to set foot on Earth in over a hundred years, and the first ever to come in peace.After
generations of conflict can human and Meduse ever learn to truly live in harmony?The Binti
SeriesBook 1: BintiBook 2: Binti: HomeBook 3: Binti: The Night MasqueradePraisefor Nnedi
Okorafor:"Binti is a supreme read about a sexy, edgy Afropolitan in space! It's a wondrous
combination of extra-terrestrial adventure and age-old African diplomacy. Unforgettable!" -
Wanuri Kahiu, award winning Kenyan film director of Pumzi and From a Whisper"A perfect dove-
tailing of tribal and futuristic, of sentient space ships and ancient cultural traditions, Binti was a
beautiful story to read.” – Little Red Reviewer“Binti is a wonderful and memorable coming of age
story which, to paraphrase Lord of the Rings, shows that one girl can change the course of the
galaxy.” – Geek Syndicate“Binti packs a punch because it is such a rich, complex tale of identity,
both personal and cultural… and like all of Nnedi Okorafor’s works, this one is also highly, highly
recommended.” – Kirkus Reviews"There's more vivid imagination in a page of Nnedi Okorafor's
work than in whole volumes of ordinary fantasy epics." -Ursula Le Guin"Okorafor's impressive
inventiveness never flags." - Gary K. Wolfe on LagoonAt the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Okorafor,Contents,Copyright Page,CHAPTER 1"Five, five, five, five, five, five," I whispered. I was
already treeing, numbers whipping around me like grains of sand in a sandstorm, and now I felt
a deep click as something yielded in my mind. It hurt sweetly, like a knuckle cracking or a muscle
stretching. I sunk deeper and there was warmth. I could smell the earthy aroma of the otjize I'd
rubbed on my skin and the blood in my veins.The room dropped away. The awed look on my
mathematics professor Okpala's face dropped away. I was clutching my edan, the points of its
stellated shape digging into the palms of my hands. "Oh, my," I whispered. Something was
happening to it. I opened my cupped palms. If I had not been deep in mathematical meditation,
I'd have dropped it, I'd not have known not to drop it.My first thought was of a ball of ants I'd once
seen tumbling down a sand dune when I was about six years old; this was how desert ants



moved downhill. I had run to it for a closer look and squealed with disgusted glee at the
undulating living mass of ant bodies. My edan was writhing and churning like that ball of desert
ants now, the many triangular plates that it was made of flipping, twisting, shifting right there
between my palms. The blue current I'd called up was hunting around and between them like a
worm. This was a new technique that Professor Okpala had taught me and I'd gotten quite good
at it over the last two months. She even called it the "wormhole" current because of the shape
and the fact that you had to use a metric of wormholes to call it up.Breathe, I told myself. The
suppressed part of me wanted to lament that my edan was being shaken apart by the current I
was running through it, that I should stop, that I would never be able to put it back together.
Instead, I let my mouth hang open and I whispered the soothing number again, "Five, five, five,
five, five." Just breathe, Binti, I thought. I felt a waft of air cross my face, as if something passed
by. My eyelids grew heavy. I let them shut ...* * *... I was in space. Infinite blackness. Weightless.
Flying, falling, ascending, traveling through a planet's ring of brittle metallic dust. It pelted my
skin, fine chips of stone. I opened my mouth a bit to breathe, the dust hitting my lips. Could I
breathe? Living breath bloomed in my chest from within me and I felt my lungs expand, filling
with it. I relaxed."Who are you?" a voice asked. It spoke in the dialect of my family and it came
from everywhere."Binti Ekeopara Zuzu Dambu Kaipka of Namib, that is my name," I said.Pause.I
waited."There's more," the voice said."That's all," I said, irritated. "That's my name.""No."The
flash of anger that spurted through me was a surprise. Then it was welcome. I knew my own
name. I was about to scream this when ...* * *... I was back in the classroom. Sitting before
Professor Okpala. I was so angry, I thought. Why was I so angry? It was a horrible feeling, that
fury. Back home, the priestesses of the Seven might even have called this level of anger
unclean. Then one of my tentacle-like okuoko twitched. Outside, the second sun was setting. Its
shine blended with the other sun's, flooding the classroom with a color I loved, a vibrant
combination of pink and orange that the native people of Oomza Uni called "ntu ntu." Ntu ntu
bugs were an Oomza insect whose eggs were a vibrant orange-pink that softly glowed in the
dark.The sunlight shined on my edan, which floated before me in a network of current, a
symmetry of parts. I'd never seen it disassemble like this and making it do so had not been my
intention. I'd been trying to get the object itself to communicate with me by running current
between its demarcations. Okpala claimed this often worked and I wanted to know what my
edan would say. I had a moment of anxiety, frantically thinking, Can I even put it back together?
Then I watched with great relief as the parts of my edan that had detached slowly, systematically
reattached. Whole again, the edan set itself down on the floor before me. Thank the Seven, I
thought.Both the blue from the current I still ran around it and the bright ntu ntu shined on
Okpala's downturned face. She had an actual notebook and pencil in hand, so Earth basic. And
she was writing frantically, using one of the rough thick pencils she'd made from the branch of
the tamarind-like tree that grew outside the mathematics building."You fell out of the tree," she
said, not looking up. This was how she referred to that moment when you were treeing and then
suddenly were not. "What was that about? You finally had the edan willing to open itself.""That's



what it was doing? That was a good thing, then?"She only chuckled to herself, still writing.I
frowned and shook my head. "I don't know ... something happened." I bit my lip. "Something
happened." When she looked up, she caught my eye and I had a moment where I wondered
whether I was her student or a piece of research.I allowed my current to fade, shut my eyes and
rested my mind by thinking the soothing equation of f(x) = f(-x). I touched the edan. Thankfully,
solid again."Are you alright?" Professor Okpala asked.Despite medicating with the soothing
equation, my head had started pounding. Then a hot rage flooded into me like boiled water.
"Ugh, I don't know," I said, rubbing my forehead, my frown deepening. "I don't think what
happened was supposed to happen. Something happened, Professor Okpala. It was
strange."Now Professor Okpala laughed. I clenched my teeth, boiling. Again. Such fury. It was
unlike me. And lately, it was becoming like me, it happened so often. Now it was happening
when I treed? How was that even possible? I didn't like this at all. Still, I'd been working with
Professor Okpala for over one Earth year and if there was one thing I should have learned by
now it was that working with any type of edan, no matter the planet it had been found on, meant
working with the unpredictable. "Everything comes with a sacrifice," Okpala liked to say. Every
edan did something different for different reasons. My edan was also poisonous to Meduse; it
had been what saved my life when they'd attacked on the ship. It was why Okwu never came to
watch any of my sessions with Okpala. However, touching it had no such effect on me. I'd even
chanced touching my okuoko with my edan. It was the one thing that let me know that a part of
me may now have been Meduse, but I was still human."That was isolated deconstruction,"
Professor Okpala said. "I've only heard of it happening. Never seen it. Well done."She said this
so calmly. If she's never seen it happen before, why is she acting like I did something wrong, I
wondered. I flared my nostrils to calm myself down. No, this wasn't like me at all. My tentacle
twitched again and a singular very solid thought settled in my mind: Okwu is about to fight. An
electrifying shiver of rage flew through me and I jumped. Who was trying to bring him harm?
Staining to sound calm, I said, "Professor, I have to go. May I?"She paused, frowning at me.
Professor Okpala was Tamazight, and from what my father said of selling to the Tamazight, they
were a people of few but strong words. This may have been a generalization, but with my
professor, it was accurate. I knew Professor Okpala well; there was a galaxy of activity behind
that frown. However, I had to go and I had to go now. She held up a hand and waved it. "Go."I got
up and nearly crashed into the potted plant behind me as I turned awkwardly toward my
backpack."Careful," she said. "You're weak."I gathered my backpack and was off before she
could change her mind. Professor Okpala was not head professor of the mathematics
department for nothing. She'd calculated everything probably the day she met me. It was only
much much later that I realized the weight of that brief warning.* * *I took the solar shuttle.With
the second sun setting, the shuttle was at its most charged and thus its most powerful. The
university shuttle was snakelike in shape, yet spacious enough to comfortably accommodate
fifty people the size of Okwu. Its outer shell was made from the molted cuticle of some giant
creature that resided in one of the many Oomza forests. I'd heard that the body of the shuttle



was so durable, a crash wouldn't even leave a scratch on it. It rested and traveled on a bed of
"narrow escape," slick green oil secreted onto a track way by several large pitcher plants
growing beside the station.I'd always found those huge black plants terrifying, they looked like
they'd eat you if you got too close. And they surrounded themselves with a coppery stink that
smelled so close to blood that the first time I came to the station, I had what I later understood
was a panic attack. I'd stood on the platform staring blankly as I held that smell in my nose. Then
came the flashes of memory from that time so vivid ... I could smell the freshly spilled blood.
Memories from when I was in the dining room of a ship in the middle of outer space where
everyone had just been viciously murdered by Meduse.I had not ridden the shuttle that day. I
didn't ride it for many weeks, opting to take swift transport, a sort of hovering bus that was
actually much slower and used for shorter journeys. When I couldn't stand the slowness and
decided to try the solar shuttle again, I'd pinched my nose and breathed through my mouth until I
got onboard. Once we started moving, the smell went away.A native operated the scanner and I
handed her my astrolabe to scan. She narrowed her wide blue eyes and looked at me down her
small nose, as if she didn't see me take this shuttle often enough to know my schedule. She
batted one of my okuoko with a finger; her hands were bigger than my head. Then she rubbed
the otjize between her fingers and motioned for me to enter the shuttle's cabin.I sat where I
always sat, in the section for people my size near one of the large round windows, and strapped
myself in. The shuttle traveled five hundred to a thousand miles per hour, depending on how
charged it was. I'd be in Weapons City in fifteen minutes and I hoped it wasn't too late, because
Okwu was planning to kill his teacher.* * *The moment the house-sized lift rumbled open I ran
out, my sandaled feet slapping the smooth off-white marble floor. The room was vast and high
ceilinged with rounded walls, all cut into the thick toothlike marble. I coughed, my lungs burning.
Wan, a Meduse-like person, was feet away, engulfed in a great lavender plume of its breathing
gas. It didn't have Okwu's hanging tentacles, but Wan still looked like a giant version of the
jellyfish who lived in the lake near my home on Earth. Wan also spoke Okwu's language of
Meduse. I'd been down here plenty of times to meet Okwu, so it knew me, too."Wan, tell me
where Okwu is," I demanded in Meduse.It puffed its gas down the hallway. "There," Wan said.
"Presenting to Professor Dema against Jalal today."I gasped, understanding. "Thanks, Wan."But
Wan was already heading to the lift. I pulled my wrapper above my ankles and sprinted down the
hallway. To my left and right, students from various parts of the galaxy were working on their own
final projects of protective weaponry, the assignment this quarter. Okwu's was body armor, its
close classmate Jalal's was electrical current.Okwu and Jalal were taught together, stayed in the
same dorm, and worked closely together on their projects. And today, they were being tested
against each other, as was the way of Oomza Weapons Education. I was fascinated by the
competitive push and pull of weapons learning, but I was glad mathematics was more about
harmony. Okwu being Okwu — a Meduse of rigid cold honor, focus, and tradition — loved the
program. The problem was that Okwu hated its professor and Professor Dema hated Okwu.
Okwu was Meduse and Professor Dema, a human woman, was Khoush. Their people had hated



and killed each other for centuries. Tribal hatred lived, even in Oomza Uni. And today that hatred,
after simmering for a year, was coming to a head.I reached the testing space just as Okwu,
encased in a metallic skin, brought forth its white and sharp stinger and pointed it at Professor
Dema. Feet away, Professor Dema stood, carrying a large gunlike weapon with both her hands
and a snarl on her lips. This was not the way final exams were supposed to go."Okwu, what are
you doing?" Jalal demanded in Meduse. She stood to the side, clutching a series of what looked
like thick fire-tipped sticks with her mantislike claws. "You'll kill her!""Let us finish this once and
for all," Okwu growled in Meduse."Meduse have no respect," Okwu's professor said in Khoush.
"Why they allowed you into this university is beyond me. You're unteachable.""I've tolerated your
insulting remarks all quarter. Let me end you. Your people should not plague this university,"
Okwu said.My lungs were laboring from the gas Okwu was copiously pluming out as it prepared
to attack its professor. If it didn't stop doing this, the entire room would be filled with it. I could see
Professor Dema's eyes watering as she resisted coughing as well. I knew Okwu. It was doing
this on purpose, enjoying the strained look on Professor Dema's face. I only had seconds to do
something. I threw myself before Okwu, pressing myself to the floor before its okuoko, which
hung just below its weaponized casing. I looked up at Okwu; its tentacles were soft and heavy on
the side of my face. Meduse immediately understand prostration."Okwu, hear me," I said in
Khoush. Since arriving at the university, I'd taught Okwu to speak Khoush and my language of
Otjihimba and it hated the sound of both. My theory is that this was partially due to the fact that
for Okwu the sound of any language was inferior to Meduse. On top of this, Okwu had to
produce the words through the tube between its okuoko that blew out the gas it used to breathe
in air-filled atmospheres, and doing so was difficult and felt unnatural. Speaking to Okwu in
Khoush was irritating to it and thus the best way to get its attention.I called up a current, treeing
faster than I ever could have back home. I'd learned much from Professor Okpala in the last year.
My okuoko tickled, the current touching them and then reaching for Okwu's okuoko. Suddenly, I
felt that anger again, and some part of me deep down firmly accused, "Unclean, Binti, you are
unclean!" I gnashed my teeth as I fought to stay in control. When I could not, I simply let go. My
voice burst from me clear and loud; in Khoush, I shouted, "Stop! Stop it right now!" I felt my
okuoko standing on end, writhing like the clusters of mating snakes I often saw in the desert
back home. I must have looked like a crazed witch; I felt like one, too.Immediately, Okwu brought
down its stinger, stopped pluming gas, and moved away from me. "Stay there, Binti," it said. "If
you touch my casing, you will die."Professor Dema brought down her weapon as well.Silence.I
lay there on the floor, mathematics cartwheeling through my brain, current still touching my only
true friend on the planet even after a year. I felt the tension leave the room, leaving myself, too,
finally. Tears of relief fell from the corners of my eyes as my strange random anger drained away.
My okuoko stopped writhing. There were others in the cavernous workspace, watching. They
would talk, word would spread, and this would be another reminder to students, human and
nonhuman, to keep their distance from me, even if they liked me well enough.Okwu's close
classmate Jalal put down her weapons and hopped back. Professor Dema threw her gun to the



floor and pointed at Okwu. "Your casing is spectacular. You will leave it here and download your
recipe for it to my files. But if we meet outside this university where I am not your teacher and you
are not my student, one of us will die and it will not be me."I heard Okwu curse at her in Meduse
so deep that I couldn't understand exactly what it said. Before I could admonish Okwu's
crudeness, Professor Dema snatched up her weapon and shot at Okwu. It made a terrible boom
that shook the walls and sent students fleeing. Except Okwu. The wall directly to its left now had
a hole larger than Okwu's nine-foot-tall five-foot-wide jellyfish-like body. Chunks and chips of
marble crumbled to the floor and dust filled the air."You didn't miss," Okwu said in Khoush. Its
tentacles shook and its dome vibrated. Laughter.Minutes later, Okwu and I left the Weapons City
Inverted Tower Five. Me with ringing ears and a headache and Okwu with a grade of
Outstanding for its final project in Protective Gear 101.* * *Once on the surface, I looked at
Okwu, wiped marble dust and otjize from my face, and said, "I need to go home. I'm going to go
on my pilgrimage." I felt the air close to my skin; once I got back to my dorm room and washed
up, I'd reapply my otjize. I'd take extra time to palm roll a thick layer onto my okuoko.
(Continues...)Excerpted from Binti: Home by Nnedi Okorafor, Lee Harris. Copyright © 2017
Nnedi Okorafor. Excerpted by permission of Tom Doherty Associates.All rights reserved. No part
of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"Nnedi Okorafor writes glorious
futures and fabulous fantasies. Her worlds open your mind to new things, always rooted in the
red clay of reality. Prepare to fall in love with Binti." ---Neil Gaiman, New York Times bestselling
author --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorNnedi
Okorafor is an author of fantasy and science fiction for both adults and younger readers. Her
Tor.com novella Binti won the 2015 Hugo and Nebula Awards; her children's book Long Juju
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you can enjoy reading it on your personal devices. This e-book is for your personal use only. You
may not print or post this e-book, or make this e-book publicly available in any way. You may not
copy, reproduce or upload this e-book, other than to read it on one of your personal
devices.Copyright infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of this e-book you are
reading infringes on the author's copyright, please notify the publisher at: .“Five, five, five, five,
five, five,” I whispered. I was already treeing, numbers whipping around me like grains of sand in
a sandstorm, and now I felt a deep click as something yielded in my mind. It hurt sweetly, like a
knuckle cracking or a muscle stretching. I sunk deeper and there was warmth. I could smell the
earthy aroma of the otjize I’d rubbed on my skin and the blood in my veins.The room dropped
away. The awed look on my mathematics professor Okpala’s face dropped away. I was clutching
my edan, the points of its stellated shape digging into the palms of my hands. “Oh, my,” I
whispered. Something was happening to it. I opened my cupped palms. If I had not been deep in
mathematical meditation, I’d have dropped it, I’d not have known not to drop it.My first thought
was of a ball of ants I’d once seen tumbling down a sand dune when I was about six years old;
this was how desert ants moved downhill. I had run to it for a closer look and squealed with
disgusted glee at the undulating living mass of ant bodies. My edan was writhing and churning
like that ball of desert ants now, the many triangular plates that it was made of flipping, twisting,
shifting right there between my palms. The blue current I’d called up was hunting around and
between them like a worm. This was a new technique that Professor Okpala had taught me and
I’d gotten quite good at it over the last two months. She even called it the “wormhole” current
because of the shape and the fact that you had to use a metric of wormholes to call it
up.Breathe, I told myself. The suppressed part of me wanted to lament that my edan was being
shaken apart by the current I was running through it, that I should stop, that I would never be
able to put it back together. Instead, I let my mouth hang open and I whispered the soothing
number again, “Five, five, five, five, five.” Just breathe, Binti, I thought. I felt a waft of air cross my
face, as if something passed by. My eyelids grew heavy. I let them shut . . .* * *. . . I was in space.
Infinite blackness. Weightless. Flying, falling, ascending, traveling through a planet’s ring of
brittle metallic dust. It pelted my skin, fine chips of stone. I opened my mouth a bit to breathe, the
dust hitting my lips. Could I breathe? Living breath bloomed in my chest from within me and I felt
my lungs expand, filling with it. I relaxed.“Who are you?” a voice asked. It spoke in the dialect of
my family and it came from everywhere.“Binti Ekeopara Zuzu Dambu Kaipka of Namib, that is
my name,” I said.Pause.I waited.“There’s more,” the voice said.“That’s all,” I said, irritated. “That’s
my name.”“No.”The flash of anger that spurted through me was a surprise. Then it was welcome.
I knew my own name. I was about to scream this when . . .* * *. . . I was back in the classroom.
Sitting before Professor Okpala. I was so angry, I thought. Why was I so angry? It was a horrible



feeling, that fury. Back home, the priestesses of the Seven might even have called this level of
anger unclean. Then one of my tentacle-like okuoko twitched. Outside, the second sun was
setting. Its shine blended with the other sun’s, flooding the classroom with a color I loved, a
vibrant combination of pink and orange that the native people of Oomza Uni called “ntu ntu.” Ntu
ntu bugs were an Oomza insect whose eggs were a vibrant orange-pink that softly glowed in the
dark.The sunlight shined on my edan, which floated before me in a network of current, a
symmetry of parts. I’d never seen it disassemble like this and making it do so had not been my
intention. I’d been trying to get the object itself to communicate with me by running current
between its demarcations. Okpala claimed this often worked and I wanted to know what my
edan would say. I had a moment of anxiety, frantically thinking, Can I even put it back together?
Then I watched with great relief as the parts of my edan that had detached slowly, systematically
reattached. Whole again, the edan set itself down on the floor before me. Thank the Seven, I
thought.Both the blue from the current I still ran around it and the bright ntu ntu shined on
Okpala’s downturned face. She had an actual notebook and pencil in hand, so Earth basic. And
she was writing frantically, using one of the rough thick pencils she’d made from the branch of
the tamarind-like tree that grew outside the mathematics building.“You fell out of the tree,” she
said, not looking up. This was how she referred to that moment when you were treeing and then
suddenly were not. “What was that about? You finally had the edan willing to open itself.”“That’s
what it was doing? That was a good thing, then?”She only chuckled to herself, still writing.I
frowned and shook my head. “I don’t know . . . something happened.” I bit my lip. “Something
happened.” When she looked up, she caught my eye and I had a moment where I wondered
whether I was her student or a piece of research.I allowed my current to fade, shut my eyes and
rested my mind by thinking the soothing equation of f(x) = f(-x). I touched the edan. Thankfully,
solid again.“Are you alright?” Professor Okpala asked.Despite medicating with the soothing
equation, my head had started pounding. Then a hot rage flooded into me like boiled water.
“Ugh, I don’t know,” I said, rubbing my forehead, my frown deepening. “I don’t think what
happened was supposed to happen. Something happened, Professor Okpala. It was
strange.”Now Professor Okpala laughed. I clenched my teeth, boiling. Again. Such fury. It was
unlike me. And lately, it was becoming like me, it happened so often. Now it was happening
when I treed? How was that even possible? I didn’t like this at all. Still, I’d been working with
Professor Okpala for over one Earth year and if there was one thing I should have learned by
now it was that working with any type of edan, no matter the planet it had been found on, meant
working with the unpredictable. “Everything comes with a sacrifice,” Okpala liked to say. Every
edan did something different for different reasons. My edan was also poisonous to Meduse; it
had been what saved my life when they’d attacked on the ship. It was why Okwu never came to
watch any of my sessions with Okpala. However, touching it had no such effect on me. I’d even
chanced touching my okuoko with my edan. It was the one thing that let me know that a part of
me may now have been Meduse, but I was still human.“That was isolated deconstruction,”
Professor Okpala said. “I’ve only heard of it happening. Never seen it. Well done.”She said this



so calmly. If she’s never seen it happen before, why is she acting like I did something wrong, I
wondered. I flared my nostrils to calm myself down. No, this wasn’t like me at all. My tentacle
twitched again and a singular very solid thought settled in my mind: Okwu is about to fight. An
electrifying shiver of rage flew through me and I jumped. Who was trying to bring him harm?
Straining to sound calm, I said, “Professor, I have to go. May I?”She paused, frowning at me.
Professor Okpala was Tamazight, and from what my father said of selling to the Tamazight, they
were a people of few but strong words. This may have been a generalization, but with my
professor, it was accurate. I knew Professor Okpala well; there was a galaxy of activity behind
that frown. However, I had to go and I had to go now. She held up a hand and waved it. “Go.”I got
up and nearly crashed into the potted plant behind me as I turned awkwardly toward my
backpack.“Careful,” she said. “You’re weak.”I gathered my backpack and was off before she
could change her mind. Professor Okpala was not head professor of the mathematics
department for nothing. She’d calculated everything probably the day she met me. It was only
much much later that I realized the weight of that brief warning.* * *I took the solar shuttle.With
the second sun setting, the shuttle was at its most charged and thus its most powerful. The
university shuttle was snakelike in shape, yet spacious enough to comfortably accommodate
fifty people the size of Okwu. Its outer shell was made from the molted cuticle of some giant
creature that resided in one of the many Oomza forests. I’d heard that the body of the shuttle
was so durable, a crash wouldn’t even leave a scratch on it. It rested and traveled on a bed of
“narrow escape,” slick green oil secreted onto a track way by several large pitcher plants growing
beside the station.I’d always found those huge black plants terrifying, they looked like they’d eat
you if you got too close. And they surrounded themselves with a coppery stink that smelled so
close to blood that the first time I came to the station, I had what I later understood was a panic
attack. I’d stood on the platform staring blankly as I held that smell in my nose. Then came the
flashes of memory from that time so vivid . . . I could smell the freshly spilled blood. Memories
from when I was in the dining room of a ship in the middle of outer space where everyone had
just been viciously murdered by Meduse.I had not ridden the shuttle that day. I didn’t ride it for
many weeks, opting to take swift transport, a sort of hovering bus that was actually much slower
and used for shorter journeys. When I couldn’t stand the slowness and decided to try the solar
shuttle again, I’d pinched my nose and breathed through my mouth until I got onboard. Once we
started moving, the smell went away.A native operated the scanner and I handed her my
astrolabe to scan. She narrowed her wide blue eyes and looked at me down her small nose, as if
she didn’t see me take this shuttle often enough to know my schedule. She batted one of my
okuoko with a finger; her hands were bigger than my head. Then she rubbed the otjize between
her fingers and motioned for me to enter the shuttle’s cabin.I sat where I always sat, in the
section for people my size near one of the large round windows, and strapped myself in. The
shuttle traveled five hundred to a thousand miles per hour, depending on how charged it was. I’d
be in Weapons City in fifteen minutes and I hoped it wasn’t too late, because Okwu was
planning to kill his teacher.* * *The moment the house-sized lift rumbled open I ran out, my



sandaled feet slapping the smooth off-white marble floor. The room was vast and high ceilinged
with rounded walls, all cut into the thick toothlike marble. I coughed, my lungs burning. Wan, a
Meduse-like person, was feet away, engulfed in a great lavender plume of its breathing gas. It
didn’t have Okwu’s hanging tentacles, but Wan still looked like a giant version of the jellyfish who
lived in the lake near my home on Earth. Wan also spoke Okwu’s language of Meduse. I’d been
down here plenty of times to meet Okwu, so it knew me, too.“Wan, tell me where Okwu is,” I
demanded in Meduse.It puffed its gas down the hallway. “There,” Wan said. “Presenting to
Professor Dema against Jalal today.”I gasped, understanding. “Thanks, Wan.”But Wan was
already heading to the lift. I pulled my wrapper above my ankles and sprinted down the hallway.
To my left and right, students from various parts of the galaxy were working on their own final
projects of protective weaponry, the assignment this quarter. Okwu’s was body armor, its close
classmate Jalal’s was electrical current.Okwu and Jalal were taught together, stayed in the same
dorm, and worked closely together on their projects. And today, they were being tested against
each other, as was the way of Oomza Weapons Education. I was fascinated by the competitive
push and pull of weapons learning, but I was glad mathematics was more about harmony. Okwu
being Okwu—a Meduse of rigid cold honor, focus, and tradition—loved the program. The
problem was that Okwu hated its professor and Professor Dema hated Okwu. Okwu was
Meduse and Professor Dema, a human woman, was Khoush. Their people had hated and killed
each other for centuries. Tribal hatred lived, even in Oomza Uni. And today that hatred, after
simmering for a year, was coming to a head.I reached the testing space just as Okwu, encased
in a metallic skin, brought forth its white and sharp stinger and pointed it at Professor Dema.
Feet away, Professor Dema stood, carrying a large gunlike weapon with both her hands and a
snarl on her lips. This was not the way final exams were supposed to go.“Okwu, what are you
doing?” Jalal demanded in Meduse. She stood to the side, clutching a series of what looked like
thick fire-tipped sticks with her mantislike claws. “You’ll kill her!”“Let us finish this once and for
all,” Okwu growled in Meduse.“Meduse have no respect,” Okwu’s professor said in Khoush.
“Why they allowed you into this university is beyond me. You’re unteachable.”“I’ve tolerated your
insulting remarks all quarter. Let me end you. Your people should not plague this university,”
Okwu said.My lungs were laboring from the gas Okwu was copiously pluming out as it prepared
to attack its professor. If it didn’t stop doing this, the entire room would be filled with it. I could see
Professor Dema’s eyes watering as she resisted coughing as well. I knew Okwu. It was doing
this on purpose, enjoying the strained look on Professor Dema’s face. I only had seconds to do
something. I threw myself before Okwu, pressing myself to the floor before its okuoko, which
hung just below its weaponized casing. I looked up at Okwu; its tentacles were soft and heavy on
the side of my face. Meduse immediately understand prostration.“Okwu, hear me,” I said in
Khoush. Since arriving at the university, I’d taught Okwu to speak Khoush and my language of
Otjihimba and it hated the sound of both. My theory is that this was partially due to the fact that
for Okwu the sound of any language was inferior to Meduse. On top of this, Okwu had to
produce the words through the tube between its okuoko that blew out the gas it used to breathe



in air-filled atmospheres, and doing so was difficult and felt unnatural. Speaking to Okwu in
Khoush was irritating to it and thus the best way to get its attention.I called up a current, treeing
faster than I ever could have back home. I’d learned much from Professor Okpala in the last year.
My okuoko tickled, the current touching them and then reaching for Okwu’s okuoko. Suddenly, I
felt that anger again, and some part of me deep down firmly accused, “Unclean, Binti, you are
unclean!” I gnashed my teeth as I fought to stay in control. When I could not, I simply let go. My
voice burst from me clear and loud; in Khoush, I shouted, “Stop! Stop it right now!” I felt my
okuoko standing on end, writhing like the clusters of mating snakes I often saw in the desert
back home. I must have looked like a crazed witch; I felt like one, too.Immediately, Okwu brought
down its stinger, stopped pluming gas, and moved away from me. “Stay there, Binti,” it said. “If
you touch my casing, you will die.”Professor Dema brought down her weapon as well.Silence.I
lay there on the floor, mathematics cartwheeling through my brain, current still touching my only
true friend on the planet even after a year. I felt the tension leave the room, leaving myself, too,
finally. Tears of relief fell from the corners of my eyes as my strange random anger drained away.
My okuoko stopped writhing. There were others in the cavernous workspace, watching. They
would talk, word would spread, and this would be another reminder to students, human and
nonhuman, to keep their distance from me, even if they liked me well enough.Okwu’s close
classmate Jalal put down her weapons and hopped back. Professor Dema threw her gun to the
floor and pointed at Okwu. “Your casing is spectacular. You will leave it here and download your
recipe for it to my files. But if we meet outside this university where I am not your teacher and you
are not my student, one of us will die and it will not be me.”I heard Okwu curse at her in Meduse
so deep that I couldn’t understand exactly what it said. Before I could admonish Okwu’s
crudeness, Professor Dema snatched up her weapon and shot at Okwu. It made a terrible boom
that shook the walls and sent students fleeing. Except Okwu. The wall directly to its left now had
a hole larger than Okwu’s nine-foot-tall five-foot-wide jellyfish-like body. Chunks and chips of
marble crumbled to the floor and dust filled the air.“You didn’t miss,” Okwu said in Khoush. Its
tentacles shook and its dome vibrated. Laughter.Minutes later, Okwu and I left the Weapons City
Inverted Tower Five. Me with ringing ears and a headache and Okwu with a grade of
Outstanding for its final project in Protective Gear 101.* * *Once on the surface, I looked at
Okwu, wiped marble dust and otjize from my face, and said, “I need to go home. I’m going to go
on my pilgrimage.” I felt the air close to my skin; once I got back to my dorm room and washed
up, I’d reapply my otjize. I’d take extra time to palm roll a thick layer onto my okuoko.“Why?”
Okwu asked.I’m unclean because I left home, I thought. If I go home and complete my
pilgrimage, I will be cleansed. The Seven will forgive me and I’ll be free of this toxic anger. Of
course, I didn’t say any of this to Okwu. I only shook my head and stepped into the field of soft
water-filled maroon plants that grew in the field over the Inverted Tower Five. Sometimes, I came
here and sat on the plants, enjoying the feeling of buoyancy that reminded me of sitting on a raft
in the lake back home.
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The Warbler, “Another spectacular read from Nnedi Okorafor. There seems to be no better day
than today, International Women's Day, to talk about an extraordinary piece of science fiction
written by the brilliant Nnedi Okorafor, about belonging and identity from the perspective of a
powerful young woman.You might recall that Binti was one of my two favorite works of science
fiction of last year. It was evocative. Beautiful. Frightening. Most importantly, it was different. It
managed to pack an incredible and vibrant world, a complex and compelling protagonist, and a
spectacular plot into a fairly short piece of fiction. It told a story that could have easily fallen into
the category of sci-fi tropes, but it avoided them by applying a unique voice and perspective
through Binti, it’s main character.Binti: Home finds Binti after about a year at Oomza University. A
year after she heroically (and accidentally, if I recall correctly) brokered peace between two
warring planets. A year after she left home in the dead of night, against the wishes of her family
and community, to study what is essentially mathemagics off-world. Binti’s experiences have
changed her enormously—represented by a physical transformation: her dreaded hair has
become like the tentacles of the jellyfish-like Meduse.The physical change is a vital piece of the
story, not an on-the-nose metaphor for the internal changes in Binti. Much is made of physical
appearances in Binti’s world, from the red clay she adorns herself with to the tribal intolerance
she suffers at the hands of the upper class on Earth (and at Oomza U), and to the seemingly
strange behaviors of the “desert people” that Binti’s tribe finds less-than-worthy of a seat at the
table.As Binti is a story of perseverance and growth in the face of different types of adversity,
Binti: Home is a story about shedding preconceived notions and inbuilt intolerances; about how
experience inexorably changes us, and changes how the world sees us. The events of Binti
were, for the most part, things that happened to Binti. In Binti: Home, she is confronted by the
reality that despite her lack of agency or choice in most of the things that happened to her, she is
blamed. She is mistrusted. She is made a pariah.The things that happen to us leave a mark.
Sometimes, it’s subtle. Sometimes, it’s as dramatic as having tentacles for hair. Binti: Home
explores the intersection between changing personal identity and changed external perception.
It’s a fascinating, emotionally resonant exploration of an eminently relatable condition, couched
within beautiful prose and a once-again spectacular plot.Nnedi Okorafor has once again left me
deep in thought. While Binti: Home wasn’t as explosive a read for me as its predecessor, it was
nevertheless a spectacular book. Nnedi Okorafor’s storytelling is masterful, and she has made a
lifelong fan of me with Binti and Binti: Home. I eagerly await the next installment of Binti’s story.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Question the state of the genre. It's a good read but it's award winning
for the wrong reasons. I won't take time to review the story. I want to say that it does everything
they say it does. It comes at sci-fi from an angle that we aren't used to seeing. However, the sad
part, I feel, is that this should be groundbreaking. Sci-fi readers minds should already be broad
enough that they don't register shock at a character coming from a different social sphere or



different culture than one they can easily place themselves in. I believe the novella was awarded
and highly regarded not because the science ideas were innovative but because the future
Africa it spoke of was innovative. Compared to other works by Okorafor it really feels like it's
rubbing it in your face a little more than needed to make the point that Binti is different, while
poor Binti herself can't catch a break, ostracized by her conservative culture but also addicted to
it in a major way.So, in short, it does everything the author intended and it does it well, but the
actual plot is pretty boring and nothing of much consequence happens.I'm ready for it to just be
okay for someone's culture to be their culture, be it fake and alien, projected isolated African
tribes person goes to space school, or entitled white American gets another novel. Tell us what
we need to know but also tell the story. In this case, the story is just a vehicle for character
development, and while that's fine, it's not award worthy.”

Deedi Brown, “A powerful and moving story of self-exploration. "I was Himba, a master
harmonizer. Then I was also Meduse, anger vibrating in my okuoko. Now I was also Enyi
Zinariya, of the Desert People gifted with alien technology. I was worlds. What was home?"The
first Binti novella was excellent, and its sequel did not disappoint. I was hooked from the very
beginning and remained at the edge of my proverbial seat the entire time. I fell more in love with
Binti on every page, as she struggled to find herself and prove that she belongs with her people,
all while she knows who she is deep down, and it's someone who can be put into a box.After a
year at the galaxy's top university, Binti feels compelled to return home to attempt to repair her
family relationships and prove that she is a true woman of her people by making the traditional
pilgrimage. She brings Okwu with her, her friend and classmate who belongs to a species long
at war with Earth's primary race of people. It's dangerous, but she is a master harmonizer, and
she is determined to bring him in peace."What will you be?” she asked. “Maybe it is not up to
you."As you might expect, her homecoming does not go as smoothly as Binti expects. And her
pilgrimage—the journey that will prove to her people and to herself that she is still Himba, still
one of them—is not to be either. Instead, she is handed another layer of complexity to her
identity, and she has to figure out whether she can live with that."In the stories of the Seven, life
originated from the rich red clay that had soaked up rains. Microorganisms were called into
active being when one of the Seven willed it and the others became interested in what would
happen. That clay was Mother, otjize. I was clay now."Throughout this novella, I found myself
especially intrigued by the symbolism of otijze, the clay mixture with which Himba women cover
their skin and hair. They literally cover every inch of themselves in mud. But only the women. And
it is considered extremely shameful for them to ever be seen without it—if that happens, their
chances for marriage are shot. But the women are proud to wear it, and it's a central part of their
identity. To Binti, it is a constant tie to her people and heritage, and rather than seeking to wash it
off, she clings to the tradition as though her entire sense of self-worth depends on it. But it is not
just mud, not just dirt. It's also soil, rich and fertile. It symbolizes women's place as dirty, less
than, but also their role as mothers, life-giving. It is shame and also pride. Dirt and life.I loved



following Binti's journey in this part of her story, as she rebels against her own strength and
unique identity before she learns to embrace it and become who she is meant to be. I don't think
she's all the way there yet, but I hope the emergency she's rushing off to circumvent at the end
(darn you, cliffhanger!!) will take her the rest of the way. I can't wait to read the last one when it
comes out soon!”

Book Lover, “Still as beautiful, and still too short!. Still as beautiful, and still too short!This novella
is more about the culture, the home, the land; this is the girl who has been away and changed
returning to a place that hasn’t changed, and how both she and it adapt. In Binti’s case, she’s
also returning with her good friend – who happens to be a deadly enemy of one of her
homeworld’s tribes, and terrifying and confusing to everyone else. The story is one of adaption
and custom, of being a stranger in a familiar land, of family and home and belonging.There’s
also the surprise that Binti has seen the Night Masquerade, a rare and unusual sighting – and
that her family and tribe may contain secrets and surprises that she does not expect…Read the
first one, read this one, and wait impatiently for the third!”

G O'Malley, “I enjoyed Binti, but I absolutely loved Binti Home. Binti, changed physically and
mentally by the events in the first book, returns home to confront her family and go on a
traditional pilgrimage which she hopes will help her come to terms with what has happened. Of
course, events don't go quite as planned.I enjoyed the first part of this trilogy very much, but I
absolutely loved Binti Home.Here, it feels Nnedi Okorafor really gets into her stride. Once I
picked the book up, I had to keep turning the pages until I reached the end.Don't be put off by
the fact that this is a novella. It is fairly short and I found it easy to read, but at the same time it
packs a real punch.Alongside the masterful storytelling, Nnedi Okorafor deftly introduces
complex issues that will make you think but without falling into the trap of preaching or allowing
the story to get bogged down.It's not flagged as a book for young adults but I think older
teenagers especially might enjoy it, not only for the story but also because of the themes it
explores. I have a feeling this is a book that could grow with you, one of those you'll want to keep
and go back to over the years.The writing itself is a delight. There were some observations on
human behaviour that had me chuckling and a few surprises in the story that I didn't see coming
at all.Binti is a sympathetic and completely believable heroine. When she cries it's messy, when
she is traumatised, she doesn't just bounce back one page later as if nothing happened. Her
struggle to make sense of events and to form her own identity, while at the same time finding her
place in her family and her society as a whole, is something I think readers of any age will relate
to.The book does end on a cliff-hanger rather than wrapping everything up neatly, but I don't see
this as a problem. Since it's the second part of a trilogy, I wouldn't expect it to stand alone.You
don't need to read Binti in order to understand what happens in this book, but I would suggest
you do, it's well worth it.Eagerly awaiting the next instalment.”



The book by Nnedi Okorafor has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,156 people have provided feedback.
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